1,690 youth participated in programs at 9 schools, resulting in 1,755 hours of instruction.

Most interns dedicated 80–100 hours to their position at YOR and engaged in: supporting FEMpowered programming, supporting recording in the studio, teaching instrument or vocal lessons, supporting Partner Artists during class periods, and collaborating with artists.

YOR students live in 40 Denver zip codes.

Impact at a Glance:

- **MyOR + MyOR Interrupted**
  - Episodes: 11
  - Participants: 60
  - Hours: 7

- **FEMPowered**
  - Participants: 87
  - Hours: 70
  - Hours Earned: 2,130

- **75% pass rate**
  - 92% of respondents agreed that coming to YOR has helped them to become more interested in going to school.

- 0% to 100% of respondents agreed that coming to YOR has helped them:
  - Feel better about myself
  - Learn I can do things I didn’t think I could do before
  - Feel I can make a difference
  - Feel I can make more of a difference
  - Feel better about my future
  - More easily see myself graduating from high school
  - Become more interested in going to school
  - Become more interested in college
  - Finish tasks on-time
  - More easily see myself graduating from high school
  - Get along better with my classmates
  - Feel I am better at handling whatever comes my way
  - Feel I am better at handling whatever comes my way
  - I told the truth more often, even when it was hard
  - I care more about other people
  - I care more about other people
  - I’m better at taking responsibility for my actions
  - I’m better at standing up for what I believe

- 0% to 25% of respondents agree that coming to YOR has helped them:
  - Feel I am better at handling whatever comes my way
  - Feel I am better at handling whatever comes my way
  - Feel better about my future

- 0% to 75% of respondents agree that coming to YOR has helped them:
  - Feel better about myself
  - More easily see myself graduating from high school
  - Become more interested in going to school
  - More easily see myself graduating from high school
  - Get along better with my classmates
  - Feel I am better at handling whatever comes my way

- 0% to 100% of respondents agree that coming to YOR has helped them:
  - Learn I can do things I didn’t think I could do before
  - Feel I can make a difference
  - Feel I can make more of a difference
  - Feel better about my future
  - More easily see myself graduating from high school
  - Get along better with my classmates
  - Feel I am better at handling whatever comes my way
  - Feel I am better at handling whatever comes my way
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